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Rob Allen is the founder of Rob Allen Spearguns. Born in 1958, Rob spent his formative years as a 

fisherman off the coast of South Africa. At 22, while working for the Natal Sharks Board, Rob decided 

to get in the water…this experience changed his life forever! It answered many questions he had 

about the habits of fish, their actions and reactions and the undersea environment in general. Like most 

spearfishermen, Rob was constantly trying new things and modifying his equipment to perform better 

and eventually began developing his own guns.

During this period, Rob was working as a marine ranger while living at Cape Vidal. Here he was able 

to listen to different ideas and experiences from the many experienced spearfishermen who came to 

Cape Vidal for the big gamefish it had to offer. From these frequent encounters and dive opportunities, 

Rob was able to test new ideas on the spot. 

By South African standards, Rob’s first guns were much bigger than the norm and many divers thought 

of the guns as too big and too long. Once the equipment was in the water it was a different story - very 

good fish were taken  at long range. 

Very soon, Rob was spending every spare moment building spearguns. Eventually in 1988, unable 

to keep up with the two jobs, he decided to take the plunge and went into building spearguns and 

accessories commercially. 

Jeremy Williams began spearfishing in 1974 off the KwaZulu-Natal coast. With no “off the shelf ” guns 

available he was forced to build his own. Most of his early diving was skewed towards competitions and 

his equipment was developed for reef fish and cave diving. In the mid 80’s he was already experimenting 

with Carbon Fibre and Titanium.

First gaining his Provincial Colours in 1979, he went on to represent South Africa in competitions in 

Chile, Peru and the USA. In recent years he has acted as Coach and Manager to the South African 

Spearfishing Team.

Qualified as a B.Sc. Mechanical Engineer, he provides a strong theoretical input during the design and 

testing of all the Rob Allen products.

BACKGROUND



One brand, so many records!

Rob Allen railguns have captured more world records 
than any other speargun manufacturer! 

World record fish landed by Rob Allen gear are 
testament to its effectiveness against some of the 
fastest, most powerful gear destroying fish in the 
ocean.

RECORDS



Rob Allen Carbon railbarrels are pullwound in a continuous process using 3 to 4 tons of tension. This allows the fibre loading to be maintained at a much higher level than in conventional mandrel wound 
tubes as used by other manufacturers. As 100 % carbon fibre is used at the highest possible loading, along with an integral rail further adding to the stiffness,  the Rob Allen Carbon railbarrels are the best 
in  the world.

Each barrel is pressure tested twice – first with air immediately after the initial pullwinding process and then after assembly in our hydraulic test chamber to the equivalent of 40m depth for one hour. 

The Black Glass reinforced Nylon mechanism comes standard with a Stainless Steel Line Release. Designed with Carbon Barrels in mind, the internal spigot and external shrouds grip the barrel to avoid 
stress at the screw holes. Guns from the 1100 models upward have a “muzzle brake” weight fitted internally behind the muzzle. This balances the gun when aiming and reduces muzzle lift and recoil on firing.

Code Additional Info Code Additional Info

RGSH70 70cm barrel. RGSH120 120cm barrel.

RGSH80 80cm barrel. RGSH130 130cm barrel.

RGSH90 90cm barrel. RGSH140 140cm barrel.

RGSH100 100cm barrel. RGSH150 150cm barrel.

RGSH110 110cm barrel. RGSH160 160cm barrel.

Code Additional Info Code Additional Info

RGSU70 70cm barrel. RGSU120 120cm barrel.

RGSU80 80cm barrel. RGSU130 130cm barrel.

RGSU90 90cm barrel. RGSU140 140cm barrel.

RGSU100 100cm barrel. RGSU150 150cm barrel.

RGSU110 110cm barrel. RGSU160 160cm barrel.

Code Additional Info Code Additional Info

RGZL70 70cm barrel. RGZL120 120cm barrel.

RGZL80 80cm barrel. RGZL130 130cm barrel.

RGZL90 90cm barrel. RGZL140 140cm barrel.

RGZL100 100cm barrel. RGZL150 150cm barrel.

RGZL110 110cm barrel. RGZL160 160cm barrel.

CARBON RAILGUN

SHANTI SUTU ZULU

All fitted with a 6.6mm spear and single 16mm band. All fitted with a 7.5mm spear and twin 16mm band.sAll fitted with a 7mm spear and single 20mm band.



Rob Allen aluminium railbarrels have the same dimension as the carbon barrels. The rail level lines up with the profile of the mechanism and the muzzle. The integral rail is part of the barrel, 
thus increasing stiffness and reducing flex. This makes the guns deadly accurate.

The rail barrel is manufactured from aircraft grade aluminium with a wall thickness of 1.45mm and the mechanism is manufactured from glass reinforced nylon and has a solid 316 stainless 
steel sear. 

ALUMINIUM RAILGUN

Code Additional Info Code Additional Info

RGSP70 70cm barrel. RGSP110 110cm barrel.

RGSP80 80cm barrel. RGSP120 120cm barrel.

RGSP90 90cm barrel. RGSP130 130cm barrel.

RGSP100 100cm barrel. RGSP140 140cm barrel.

Code Additional Info Code Additional Info

RGCA70 70cm barrel. RGCA110 110cm barrel.

RGCA80 80cm barrel. RGCA120 120cm barrel.

RGCA90 90cm barrel. RGCA130 130cm barrel.

RGCA100 100cm barrel. RGCA140 140cm barrel.

Code Additional Info Code Additional Info

RGTU70 70cm barrel. RGTU110 110cm barrel.

RGTU80 80cm barrel. RGTU120 120cm barrel.

RGTU90 90cm barrel. RGTU130 130cm barrel.

RGTU100 100cm barrel. RGTU140 140cm barrel.

SPARID CARANX TUNA

All fitted with a 6.6mm spear and single 16mm band. All fitted with a 7.5mm spear and twin 16mm band.sAll fitted with a 7mm spear and single 20mm band.



The Scorpia is a cost effective aluminium gun that will still perform when confronted with a large fish. Built with the same care and with the same internal working parts as the premium models, 
the barrel is manufactured from aircraft grade aluminium with a wall thickness of 1mm and the mechanism is manufactured from glass reinforced nylon and includes a solid 316 stainless steel sear.

SCORPIA ALUMINIUM SPEARGUN

Code Additional Info Code Additional Info

SRG70 70cm barrel. SRG100 100cm barrel.

SRG80 80cm barrel. SRG110 110cm barrel.

SRG90 90cm barrel. SRG120 120cm barrel.

All fitted with a 6.3mm spear and single 16mm band.



VECTA MECHANISM

The Rob Allen Vecta Mechanism is moulded from PA6 30% GS glass filled Polyamide to handle the 
power needed to hunt large bluewater fish.  External shrouds and an internal barrel spigot increase 
strength at the critical barrel/mechanism interface. Apart from safety considerations, any flex in this 
area reduces accuracy. Internal webs at several places in the mechanism are designed to spread 
loading away from high stress areas.

All load bearing pivot pins as well as the sear are manufactured from solid stainless steel. The rubber 
overgrip is clamped in place by the cheekplates to prevent twist on firing. The spring loaded line 
release cam returns to position after firing for ease of loading.

Stainless Steel line release hook comes standard on all carbon guns.

Vecta Mechanism (Code MECHSIR)



Name Code

Single muzzle MUZRL1

Double muzzle MUZRL2

Open muzzle MUZRL3

Low profile MUZRL4

Rob Allen glass reinforced nylon muzzles are designed so that the 
primary band exerts its force along a line slightly below the rail, 
holding the spear in the rail on firing. The band is fitted by slipping 
it into the retaining grips when it is stretched. The secondary band 
in the double muzzle pulls from a hole lower in the muzzle, thereby 
reducing barrel flex. The secondary rubber must be retied or 
alternatively a “Quickie” wishbone can be used.

A clear line of sight on Rob Allen open muzzles makes aiming much 
easier and far more accurate. This muzzle is significantly smaller in 
profile than conventional muzzles which makes it easier to maneuver 
as the drag has been dramatically reduced. Divers are able to view 
and track fast moving fish with ease.

Spears are securely held in the open muzzle by the line, even when 
mono nylon is used. Spear line can be led left or right over the 
open muzzle ensuring comfort for both left and right handed divers. 
Spears are much easier and quicker to load than conventional 
muzzles as they do not have to be threaded through an eye on the 
muzzle. The addition of the D shackle ensures that should a reel 
need to be fitted; the muzzle does not need to be customized in 
any way.

The entire muzzle is constructed from 30% glass reinforced nylon 
with an internal spigot and outer skirt for additional strength. The 
skirt also reduces stress concentration when fitted to carbon barrels.

Open muzzle Low profile

Double muzzleSingle muzzle

* Available in
  grey and black

MUZZLES



Rob Allen Impact Spears are designed to fit all Euro gun mechanisms. Engineered from ultra tough oil-quenched Carbon alloy spring steel thet are tempered to 2100Mpa. Tri-cut tips ensure excellent 
penetration while the rocktip is designed for close quater reef fish hunting. 270 degree polished wishbone notches and polished line holes (available in both single & double notch configurations) ensure 
minimum wear. Each spear is mechanically decoiled from the heat treated bulk roll and hand straightened and quality checked before machining. Quatro Phase coating ensures corrosion protection four 
to five times better than conventional Electrogalvanising.

6.3mm Diameter: A fast, flat trajectory spear for smaller fish. The double tricut rocktip helps to prevent jamming in cracks when cave hunting. Best with single 16mm band on shorter guns.

6.6mm Diameter: A fast spear with increased hitting power. Used for smaller reef fish or larger, soft bodied, fish such as Mackerel. Best with single 16mm or 18mm band.

7mm Diameter: Designed for good speed and excellent penetration, 7mm shafts are a good all round choice for larger fish. Best with a single 18mm, 20mm or double 16mm band
                            depending on the length of the gun and power required.

7.5mm Diameter: Designed to penetrate large deep bodied fish at longer range, 7.5mm  shafts retain much of the kinetic energy at the edge of their range. Best with 2 x 16mm rubbers.

Spear Code

6.3mm spear single notch 90cm - 190cm S63NS1N9 - S63NS1N19

6.3mm spear double notch 90cm - 190cm S63NS2N9 - S63NS2N19

6.6mm spear single notch 90cm - 200cm S66NS1N9 - S66NS1N20

6.6mm spear double notch 90cm - 200cm S66NS2N9 - S66NS2N20

7mm spear single notch 100cm - 200cm S7NS1N10 - S7NS1F20

7mm spear double notch 100cm - 200cm S7NS2N10 - S7NS2N20

7mm spear double fin 100cm - 200cm S7NS2F10 - S7NS2F20

7.5mm spear single notch 100cm - 200cm S75NS1N10 - S75NS1N20

7.5mm spear double notch 100cm - 200cm S75NS2N10 - S75NS2N20

7.5mm spear double fin 100cm - 200cm S75NS2F10 - S75NS2F20

Spear Code

Barb BARB

Replacement spear barbs are
available in 85mm, 71mm, 53mm
and 48mm.

BARBS

IMPACT SPEARS



3.5mm UltraFlex/XTEND 2pc

Model: Farmer John/Jacket
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Glued and Blind Stitched
Accessories: 3mm Non Slip Loading Pad,
Powertex Knee, Elbow Pads and
Smoothskin Seals
Available Colors: RA Green

3.5mm UltraFlex/XTEND Back Zip 
with Hood

Model: Farmer John/Jacket
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Glued and Blind Stitched
Accessories: 3mm Non Slip Loading Pad, 
Powertex Knee, Elbow Pads and
Smoothskin Seals
Available Colors: RA Green

2 Piece wetsuit manufactured from ultra high stretch Rob 
Allen xFlex fabric. Available in both open cell and lined 
options. Fully glued and blindstitched seams for maximum 
strength and durability. Anti -Abrasion knee and elbow 
inserts and chest Loading Pad for added comfort. 
Available as Hooded Jacket with either High Waist Pants 
or Long Jon.

Colour Options:
Rob Allen Black • Rob Allen Dual Camo • Rob Allen 
Reef Camo • Rob Allen Smoothskin Charcoal • Custom 
Smoothskin Camo

WETSUITS

DOUBLE NYLON

3.5mm  5mm  6.5mm



3.5mm UltraFlex/XTEND 2pc

Model: Farmer John/Jacket
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Glued and Blind Stitched
Accessories: 3mm Non Slip Loading Pad,
Powertex Knee, Elbow Pads and
Smoothskin Seals
Available Colors: RA Green

3.5mm UltraFlex/XTEND Back Zip 
with Hood

Model: Farmer John/Jacket
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Glued and Blind Stitched
Accessories: 3mm Non Slip Loading Pad, 
Powertex Knee, Elbow Pads and
Smoothskin Seals
Available Colors: RA Green

Rob Allen Xflex wetsuits are the ultimate in mobility and 
warmth. Hand crafted by one of SA’s top wetsuit gurus from 
the finest materials available, these are without a doubt the 
most comfortable wetsuits you will ever own.

Available in a range of fabric, you can be assured that
no matter what sort of diving you do, we have the
perfect wetsuit for you.

WETSUITS

DOUBLE NYLON



2.5mm UltraFlex/Cell First Layer Vest

Model: Vest
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: Open Cell
Stitching: Flatlock
Available Colors: RA Green or Charcoal

VESTS

CHICKEN
VEST

Name Code

Double Nylon 3.5mm WSRA01 

Open Cell 3.5mm WSRAS 

Open Cell 5mm WSRAM



3mm Supratex Sole Finsocks

Model: Finsock
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Glued and Blindstitched
Accessories: Supratex Sole, Non 
Slip Rubberized Bead on Heel, 
Smoothskin Seal, Powertex Toes
Available Colors: RA Green or 
Charcoal

5mm Supratex Sole Finsocks

Model: Finsock
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Glued and Blindstitched
Accessories: Supratex Sole, Non 
Slip Rubberized Bead on Heel, 
Smoothskin Seal, Powertex Toes
Available Colors:
RA Green or Charcoal

1.5mm Amara Kevlar Warm Water Gloves

Model: Glove
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Overlock
Accessories: Kevlar Covering on Fingertips, Elastic Velcro Wrist Closure
Available Colors: RA Green or Charcoal

2.5mm Ultraflex Cool Water Gloves

Model: Glove
Outer Material: RA UltraFlex
Inner Material: XTEND
Stitching: Glued and Blindstitched
Accessories: Rubberized Palm, Smoothski Seal
Available Colors: RA Green or Charcoal

FIN SOCKS

GLOVES

Name Code

3mm BTEFC3  

Name Code

5mm BTEFC5 

Name Code

1.5mm GLVSPNPK  

2.5mm GLV25U/X 



This mask has been conceived and designed exclusively for 
spearfishermen and the conditions we dive in. The inclusion of a 
single lens improves depth perception and is best suited to open 
water Gamefish hunting.

A soft anti-allergic latex skirt and wide split strap ensures superior 
comfort and fit, especially on long dives. The integrated frame, lens 
and skirt reduce the mask’s volume and bring the lens closer to 
the face, increasing peripheral vision. The mask’s hydrodynamic 
profile and pivot buckles reduce turbulence when returning to the 
surface after a deep dive. Push button buckles allow easy, quick strap 
adjustment with just 1 hand, even while diving with gloves on.

This mask has been conceived and designed exclusively for 
spearfishermen and the conditions we dive in. The twin lenses make 
this mask best suited to hunting reef fish and deep diving.

A soft anti-allergic latex skirt and wide split strap ensures superior 
comfort and fit, especially on long dives. The integrated frame, lens 
and skirt reduce the mask’s volume and bring the lens closer to 
the face, increasing peripheral vision. The mask’s hydrodynamic 
profile and pivot buckles reduce turbulence when returning to the 
surface after a deep dive. Push button buckles allow easy, quick strap 
adjustment with just 1 hand, even while diving with gloves on.

MASKS

COUTA MASK

SNAPPER MASK

Name Code

Couta MKRAC   

Name Code

Snapper MKRAS   



Need Opening Paragraph

Rob Allen foot packets are made to our own specifications for optimal performance of our blades. Most
competitor blades are able to be fitted to our foot pockets without any modifications.

Rob Allen carbon fins are manufactured with a newly developed
carbon which makes them as robust as fibreglass but without
the brittleness which often causes snapped blades.

The blades are slightly longer than the norm, making
them more energy conservative and suitable for deeper
and longer diving.

Rob Allen plastic fins are extremely economical and are suited to
the beginner and predominantly shore diver. They are extremely
robust and are able to stand up to the heavy demands
shore diving places on fins.

FINS

FOOT POCKETS

CARBON FINS

PLASTIC FINS

Name Code

Foot Pockets GENFP 

Carbon Fins FNRACB 

Plastic Fins GENFIN



APPAREL

The Rob Allen Brand is expanding 
to include a variety of styles in 
clothing and accessories. Now 
you can wear your favourite 
brand with pride.. both in and out 
the water.

Paragraph needed?

Paragraph needed?

T-SHIRTS

CAPS & BEANIES

Name Code

Black Shirt Swirl

Blue Shirt Contrast 

Black Shirt (Skeleton) Bones

Grey Shirt

Name Code

Cap Marlin

Beanies Slinger 



The tough Polyethelene shell is blown with a high quality PU foam formulated to specific Rob Allen 
requirements. The blowing agent and catalyst harden the foam into a closed cell structure with greatly 
increased density against the shell, thus increasing crush resistance for the day the float is dragged 
under by a sounding fish.

If increased visibility is needed a dive flag and keel weight can be fitted. 

More large fish are lost due to inadequate float systems than spears breaking loose. Rob Allen Floats are designed to be used in conjunction with a variety of add-ons that enhance their performance to 
keep you in contact with that “once in a lifetime” trophy fish.

By linking more than one float, a speedline pouch and bungies, progressive bouyancy can be exerted on a fish without the system being unwieldy on the boat and in the water.

FOAMBLOWN FLOATS

Name Code

5 Liter EVA Float FLTFM4

8 Liter Foamblown Float FLTPU8

11 Liter Foamblown Float FLTPU11

Flag FLGDG

FLOAT SYSTEMS



Need copy.

REMORA INFLATABLE FLOATS

Name Code

11 Liter Inflatable Remora Float FLTINF11

20 Liter Inflatable Remora Float FLTINF20

35 Liter Inflatable Remora Float FLTINF35

The ghost leader is fitted between the gun and the floatline.
The section of clear monofilament helps when lying in ambush
on the bottom as it is invisible to fish.

GHOST LEADER

Name Code

5m Ghost Leader GHSLDR5



The speedline pouch is a floatline storage system designed to assist landing  big gamefish. It keeps the floatline safe 
and untangled while keeping an additional  40m of floatline on standby if needed and will often make the difference 
between  a large fish being landed or lost. The speedline pouch is designed for hunting large  powerful fish especially 
near deep drop offs.

A common set-up for larger fish is to fit the speedline pouch between two floats with the open end and Elastic band 
connecte to the rear float. The forward float  is attached to a floatline and gun in the usual way. The Speedline will only 
deploy if  the rear float is pulled under the water.

SPEEDLINE POUCH

FLOAT LINES

Name Code

Speedline Pouch FLPT

Spear Code

10m Camo Olive FLCOG10

10m High Viz Orange FLHVO10

15m Camo Olive FLCOG15

15m High Viz Orange FLHVO15

20m Camo Olive FLCOG20

20m High Viz Orange FLHVO20

25m Camo Olive FLCOG25

25m High Viz Orange FLHVO25

30m Camo Olive FLCOG30

30m High Viz Orange FLHVO30

40m Camo Olive FLCOG40

40m High Viz Orange FLHVO40

Manufactured specifically to Rob Allen standards of stiffness and twist, 
4mm floatline is available in high viz orange or camo green.  The precut 
lengths are available from 10m to 40m in 5m increments. The ends are 
spliced into loops.



The advent of flashers changed bluewater hunting completely. Human visual capabilities are limited in the water and many gamefish pass a spearfisherman by without being seen. A well designed flasher will 
stimulate a predator to change course and investigate it by reflecting light and emitting vibrations when “worked” in the water. This results in increased fish sightings as well as more shooting opportunities 
when fish pause to look at the flasher.

Flashers should be deployed within visibility and shallow enough to allow any fish to be approached before they lose
interest – usually between 6m and 12m deep. Any more effective and they would be illegal!

The best choice in clear waters due to 360o flash effect while spinning
Available in two sizes complete with float winder:

The “no hassle” model that works throughout your dive and also when you rest on the 
surface. The flasher is fitted in the middle of a ghost leader with floatation to increase its 
action. A good choice for general diving or in strong currents when you might become 
separated from other models.

FLASHERS

SPINNER FLASHER

GHOST LEADER FLASHER
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Name Code

Ghost Leader Flasher FLSGLS

Name Code

Spinner Flasher Large FLSHCOM

Spinner Flasher Medium FLSHCOMM



Developed for murky conditions with increased vibration to attract fish that have not yet seen it.
Available in two sizes:

Combines the advantages of the spinning flasher and the shoal flasher. Includes with large fishplates and 
medium spinners. 

SHOAL FLASHER

COMBO FLASHER

Name Code

Shoal Flasher Large FLSHVCOM

Shoal Flasher Medium FLSHVCOMM

Name Code

Combo Flasher FLSHCMB
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Constructed from 30% glass filled Nylon. Graphite filled acetyl bushes. Stainless
steel thread on the drag nut. Dead end attachment to the spool being low ensures it is
able to stand up to immense pressure. Stainless wear surface around the line lead ensures
that your line is able to run smoothly and will never wear into the reels line guide. Entire
reel only weighs 95g and does not affect a gun’s handling when in use. Cut-outs assist with
drying of line. Built to hold over 55m of 2mm line. Easily fitted to most Euro style guns and
a dovetail bracket ensures easy removal.

The only belt reel that you want when a big fish strips your gun reel. Constructed from 30% glass filled nylon and stainless 
steel, ensures superior strength and zero rusting. The stainless steel backing plate and bungie loop allows for quick fitting 
and removal of the belt reel. You no longer have to take weights off your belt each time - simply slide them apart and clip 
the backing plate directly to your belt.

The backing plate has an integrated handle, enabling you to remove the reel even while spinning to
clip it onto a float. The width of the plate gives stability while rewinding the line.

The open style spool ensures rapid drying of your line after a dive and better control of
line feed when rewinding. The spool, (the same one used on the gun reel), is able to
hold 60m of 1.8mm dynema or 90m of 1.5mm dynema.

The stainless steel fairlead ensures that your line runs smoothly and will never wear
into the guide. The quick release loop is easy to find by feel while fighting a fish.

The Rob Allen Vecta belt reel is setup for right handed divers, but can easily be
converted for left handed use. It can be fitted to any make or style of belt, but is
an ideal add on, to the Rob Allen Marsellaise weight belt.

REELS

VECTA GUN REEL

VECTA BELT REEL

Name Code

Rob Allen Vecta Gun Reel GN50

Name Code

Rob Allen Vecta Belt Reel RLCRES



Rob Allen bags are innovative products to protect your investment. Engineered to endure from 
polyester reinforced PVC, Rob Allen bags feature double stitching on all seams & ultra durable 
dual locking YKK zips.

Extra wide and well padded the Tanker is the Rob Allen ultimate speargun transit bag. Designed
to withstand even the roughest handling the Tanker can accommodate up to 10 guns and also features 
an internal spear pouch to carry spears complete with rigging lines. The Tanker can also accommodate 
fins and other freedive gear.

Padded to ensure maximum protection, the Deluxe has a built in spear pouch and is roomy 
enough to fit up to 5 railguns.

Minimalist design for moderate transit conditions and lighter weight, the
Spartan features unpadded reinforced PVC.

Tanker dive bags are designed to fit everything and
more into one bag. The Tanker features a side pocket
designed to accommodate fins safely, a top pocket to
hold smaller items like masks as well as a mesh insert
to aid drying.

BAGS

TANKER GUN BAG

TANKER DIVE BAG

DELUXE GUN BAG

SPARTAN GUN BAG



Ultra roomy, the Deluxe is long enough to fit freedive fins internally as well as all other dive gear.

The perfect partner to the Spartan gun bag, Spartan dive bags keep your dive gear ultra secure via twin locking heavy duty YKK zips.

Worn snugly around the diver, the ultra low profile crayfish bag contours to the diver, providing minimal drag and leaving both hands free. 
Canvas backed to protect diver.

Small wide mesh net bag. Ideal for storing catch on a float while you continue to spearfish with no waist bag.

Protect water sensitive equipment with Rob Allen dry bags. Made form highly salt, puncture and UV resistant PVC that prevents internal 
sweating. Featuring durable heat welded seams, ultra heavy duty snap clips and a unique sealing system, Rob Allen dry bags are completely 
waterproof at one atmosphere when properly sealed. Available in small which is ideal for mobile phones, cameras and flares, medium is ideal 
for food and towels or jumbo is ideal for bulk clothing. Avaliable singly or in triple packs featuring dry bags of each size.

DELUXE DIVE BAG

SPARTAN DIVE BAG

CRAYFISH WAIST BAG

CRAYFISH NET BAG

DRY BAG

Name Code

Tanker Gun Bag GBTK 

Deluxe Gun Bag GBDL 

Spartan Gun Bag GBSP

Tanker Dive Bag DBTK 

Deluxe Dive Bag DBDL

Spartan Dive Bag DBSP

Name Code

Crayfish Waist Bag CBCB 

Crayfish Net Bag CBNB 

Dry Bag (Small) DB1

Dry Bag (Medium) DB5

Dry Bag (Jumbo) DB25

Dry Bag (Triple Pack) DB3



Specially formulated for Rob Allen, the spray prolongs rubber life, 
displaces moisture, lubricates wishbones when they are fitted and 
protects your gear.

All Rob Allen rubber is manufactured by dip processing. While costing more this enables fewer 
additives to be used, enhancing performance. The coloured outer layer increases protection from the 
environment and the amber inner core is purer for performance.

Available in 16mm, 18mm and 20mm diameters. 16mm
for lighter spears and double rubber guns, 18mm as an
intermediate choice, while 20mm rubber is ideal for
longer single rubber guns with heavy spears. 

ACCESSORIES

SILICONE SPRAY

RUBBERS

Name Code

Silicone Spray SILSPR400

Name Code

16mm Rubber RUB16

18mm Rubber RUB18

20mm Rubber RUB20



Ensure the safe storage of fish on Rob Allen stringers floats. 7mm stringer pins sit at 90o, ensuring that fish never fall off, while the 
knurling ensures maximum grip when stringing fish. Available in nylon monofilament, single stainless steel cable coated, or heavy 
duty double stainless steel cable for exceptional durability.

The speed needle is attached between the gun and floatline. It allows for a fish to be quickly strung onto the floatline with no delay in diving. The fish is gradually 
moved back towards the float as the diver swims forward.

Used in conjunction with the Speed Needle, the Speed Stringer traps the fish on a cable leader attached between the Float and Floatline. The cable prevents 
damage tp the stringer in the event of a shark feeding on strung fish.

ROB ALLEN STRINGERS

SPEED NEEDLE

SPEED STRINGER

Name Code

Stringer Single (plastic coated) Cable STPC

Stringer Double Cable STPC2

Stringer Nylon STNY

Stringer Pin only STSP

Name Code

Speed Needle FLSN

Name Code

Speed Stringer FLSS



Spear line bungees make rigging of guns easier when using low stretch 2mm Nylon or Dynema.  They 
also reduce the chance of the line slipping off the release hook when diving in turbulent conditions. 
Cored through with 180kg softweave Dynema and also available with snapclip and swivel attached. 

Rob Allen bungees are available in lengths of 1m, 2m, 3m, 5m, 10m and 15m.  The elongation is limited to 3 x 
the relaxed rubber length by the 270kg Dynema  security line linked to the end loops. When hunting big fish, 
bungees provide up to 45m additional line when fully stretched by a 10kg load, while simultaneously providing  
a strong yet gentle braking action. The TPE rubber is manufactured to our specifications to ensure excellent UV 
and solvent resistance.

SPEAR BUNGEES

BUNGEES

REEF  HOOK

Name Code

Spear Bungee BOINSP

Spear Bungee with Swivel & Clip BOINSPS

Name Code

Reef Hook RFHK

Name Code

1m Bungee BOIN1M

2m Bungee BOIN2M

3m Bungee BOIN3M

5m Bungee BOIN5M

10m Bungee BOIN10M

15m Bungee BOIN15M

Stringer Pin only STSP

An innovative way to anchor floats to an area without using cumbersome drop weights.  The reef  hook is attached 
to the end of the floatline before the gun and is effective even in strong currents.



The Marsellaise style belt is the safest of all freediving belts. The flexible rubber belt adjusts to the 
compression of the divers suit at depth, ensuring that the buckle does not slip around the body. 

Because of the small diameter holes and the pin flicking 90o to the belt on release, the chance 
of the buckle re-engaging is minimal. The roller buckle, while always releasing on demand, will not 
open when dragged past rocks or the gunnel of a boat.

Copy needed.

Ultra high strength, low stretch extra tough Rob Allen black shooting line is specially blended to 
provide considerably greater abrasion resistance than equivalent mono lines of the same diameter. 
Rob Allen black mako shooting line has minimal stretch, minimal memory, exceptional shock strength 
and superb UV resistance.

MARSELLAISE WEIGHTBELT

MONO LINE

WEIGHTS

Name Code

Marsellaise Weightbelt WBMAR

Name Code

Standard Weight ?

Drop Weight ?

Name Code

10m Black Shooting Line RLMK10

100m Black Shooting Line BLMK100

1000m Black Shooting Line RLMK1000
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Rob Allen pincer crimps are specially designed and manufactured 18mm
long to hold Rob Allen black mako shooting line  and minimise weak
points in shooting line.  Properly installed they provide an excellent
low profile fastening.

The Rob Allen crimping tool is specially designed to ensure that your crimps are always tight and will never fail. The crimping tool is able 
to crimp various sized crimps and is extremly easy to use. 

Wishbone bridal tie line is a loose Polyester Braid to increase knot security after tying.

Dynema 1.8 spear line’s 180kg breaking strain braided line has increased
stiffness to reduce tangling.

Dynema flat braid line’s soft line is used inside bungees and
has strength equal to the spear line.

CRIMPS

CRIMPING TOOL

BRAIDED LINES

Name Code

Black Mako Pincer Crimp RLPN

Black Mako Pincer Crimp (10 Pack) RLPN10

Black Mako Pincer Crimp (100 Pack) RLPN100

Black Mako Pincer Crimp (1000 Pack) RLPN1000

Name Code

Black Mako Pincer Crimp CRMPTL

Name Code

Wishbone / Bridle Constrictor Line WBTLN

Dynema 1.8mm Spear Line DYN1.8BR

Dynema Flat Braid Line DYNFLAT



Longline Clips
Ideal attachment point for floatlines, floats and railguns. Spring 
stainless steel ensures that the clips will last a lifetime.

Snapclip 
Snapclips are manufactured from high quality spring 
stainless steel.

CLIPS

WISHBONES

Name Code

Longline Clip LLNCLP

Longline Clip (10 Pack) LLNCLP10

Longline Clip with Swivel LLNCLS

Longline Clip with Swivel (10 Pack) LLNCLS10

Name Code

Stainless Steel Wishbone WBSS

Stainless Steel Wishbone (10 Pack) WBSS10

Name Code

Dynema Wishbone WBSL

Dynema Wishbone (10 Pack) WBSL10

Name Code

Snapclip SNPCLP

Snapclip (10 Pack) SNPCLP10

Snapclip with Swivel SNPCLS

Snapclip with Swivel (10 Pack) SNPCLS10

Stainless Steel Wishbones

Made from glass reinforced Nylon inserts with 1.5mm 
stainless steel cable.

Dynema Wishbones

Made from glass reinforced Nylon inserts with 
180kg Dynema.



Ruggedly constucted from quality marine grade stainless steel, T-bar wishbone tools 
dramatically increase the speed and ease with which rubbers can be made. Eliminate 
long nose pliers and snubbed fingers, simply lubricate with saliva or silicone oil and 
effortlessly insert the  wishbone into the rubber.

T-BAR APPLICATOR TOOL

SLIP TUBE

BREAKAWAY

Name Code

T-Bar Applicator Tool WBAPP

Name Code

Slip Tube complete with Spear SLPTCOM

Slip Tube only SLPTTP

Name Code

Breakaway MECHBR

So effective on large pelagics and so different from conventional slip tips that it has had to 
be patented. Allows accurate shooting with Euro style guns and avoids the compromise that 
previously had to be made between a loose fitting tip for deployment and a tight fit for 
accuracy. Spear extends right through the tube, the spear is guided by the solid spear tip and 
accuracy is guaranteed. 

The breakaway system connects a floatline directly to the spear line, allowing the 
gun to be retained by the diver after firing. A small bungee is pulled part way 
through a stainless steel ring fitted to the mechanism. The attached loop hooks 
onto the line release and will only allow the bungee to deploy when the spear 
had left the mechanism. 




